Let F be a field and p an ^-polynomial. We say that p is F-real if and only if every real closure of F contains the splitting field of p over F. Our main purpose is to prove THEOREM 1. Let F be an algebraic number field and p a monic i^-polynomial with an odd degree factor over F. Then p is F-real if and only if it is the characteristic polynomial of a symmetric i^-matrix.
That p must be i^-real follows from work of Krakowski [4, Satz 3.3] , To prove the coverse we generalize results of Sapiro [6] in Lemma 1 and Theorem 3. Sapiro deals with the case in which p is a cubic. Theorem 4 considers the minimum dimension of symmetric matrices with a given root.
2* A basic lemma* In our proof we shall study congruence classes of certain symmetric matrices which are defined below. We shall denote congruence of the matrices A and B over the field F (i.e., A = TBT' for some nonsingular F-matrix T) by A ~ B{F). DEFINITION. Let G be a field with subfield F. If λ e G is nonzero and if a u , a n form a basis for G (as a vector space) over F, define the matrices M = II^'ΊI an( * D(X) = diag(λ (1) , « ,λ w ) where superscripts denote conjugacy over F. We call
A -A(λ) = MD{X)M' a matrix from G to F. Clearly an = tτ βlF (\odaj) .
If j%f -S φ Gi where the Gi are extension fields of F, and if At is a matrix from Gi to F, then any matrix congruent to 2 0 A { over F is called a matrix from s$f to F. Note that a different choice for the basis a lf •••,<*» would lead to a matrix congruent to A(X) over i* Proof. If we change the basis used in forming A(X p ) and change Xp by a square factor, then c(A(X p )) and | A(X P ) \ F* will be unchanged.
. Suppose that for each peΩ there is given a matrix A(X p ) from FJ[x]/(q(x)) to F p . Then there is a matrix A -A(λ) from G to F and a local prime spot
Hence we may assume that a u •••,«» is the basis for all p and that λ p is integral at p.
There is a sufficiently large positive rational integer m such that 5. Local lemmas* In this section we prove a series of lemmas. They will be used together with Theorem 3 to prove Theorem 2. Throughout this section we shall let L be a local field with prime spot p and characteristic zero; further, K=K u K 2i " 1 K m will be finite algebraic extensions of L. Proof. Let T be the inertia subextension of L. Suppose that the identity is a matrix from ϊ 7 to L, namely MJ^Jdl, and that the identity is a matrix from K to T, namely M 2 D 2 M 2 \ Then the identity is a matrix from K to L, namely
We first show that the identity is a matrix from Γ to L. Let Mi = lla^'MI where a ly , a f is a basis for T over L. Set A = M 1 Ml.
Since T is a cyclic extension of L, we have ^4 ~ /(T). Since [ϊ 7 : L] is odd, it follows that A -I(L).
We now show that the identity is a matrix from K to T. We consider case (ii). Since ( -1, -l) α = -1, it follows that e Ξ ±3 (mod 8). Also, as we have f(T(V 5)/T) = 2 (see [5, 63:3] ). Thus (TΓ, 5) = -1 and (e, 5) = +1 for any unit ε of T. When β = 3 it is easily shown that c(A) = +1. Assume e > 3. The matrix B has the form shown in Figure I . We shall use the formula [3, p. We must transform B. Let X be the e x e matrix such that premultiplication by X adds π~λ times the (β -k + 2) nd row to the k 
LEMMA 4. // L 2 ZlN(K/L), the norm group of K over L, then the identity is a matrix from K to L.
Proof. We make some preliminary observations. Let T { be a subfield of K (to be specified later) such that N(K/Ti)QTf.
Let Tf be the multiplicative group of T i9 Let H be the maximum abelian subextension of T { in K of type (2, 2, , 2). By the reciprocity and limitation theorems of class field theory [7, pp. 177, 180] where X, Y are symmetric matrices, x = dim X and 3/ = dim F. It suffices to show that the identity is a matrix from K to Ύ i% Let C be a matrix from K to Γ i+1 with | C | g T? +1 .
(This can be done since N(K/T i+1 )£Ti +1 .)
We have C -10 -1 0 s 0_ί_ where s, t e T i+1 by [5, 63:17] . Let e e T t be such that Γ <+1 = T,(V e ). Let 
c(S(r)) = c((/0 -1) (8) E(r))c(E(rs))c(E(rt))(\ E(rs) |, -1) -(-1, -l)c(E(rs))c(E(rt))(\E(rs)\, -1) by (*) .
Any q e T i+ί has the form a + bV e with a, be T { . Write q ι = α. If gi ^ 0, then
c(E(q)) = (2q ly -\E(q)\)(-l,\E(q)\)
.
If (rs)^^)! Φ 0, we have
We may choose r = s^U + α/β) 2 ι/e with ϊ = 0,1, or 4 such that (rs^rt), Φ 0. Since -| JE7(rs) | e Γ?, we have c(S(r)) = +1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.
If n if odd, apply Lemmas 2 and 5. Let B be the matrix given by Theorem 3. Define A = \B\ B. If n is even, apply Lemmas 2, 3, 4 and 6. Let A be the matrix given by Theorem 3. In both cases, behavior at the exceptional spot is handled by the Hubert reciprocity formula [5, p. 190 
The result is clearly best possible when n is odd. Suppose n = 2(4) and n is least possible. Let a i~θ i~1 and M -Ha^ll By the converse of Lemma 1 when p does not have repeated roots (see [6, Lemma 1.1] for a proof), there is an F-matrix T and a XeF (θ) such that
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